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Full exploitation of emittance exchange (EEX) requires aberration-free performance of a complex
imaging system including active radio-frequency (rf) elements which can add temporal distortions. We
investigate the performance of an EEX line where the exchange occurs between two dimensions with
normalized emittances which differ by multiple orders of magnitude. The transverse emittance is
exchanged into the longitudinal dimension using a double dogleg emittance exchange setup with a five
cell rf deflector cavity. Aberration correction is performed on the four most dominant aberrations. These
include temporal aberrations that are corrected with higher order magnetic optical elements located where
longitudinal and transverse emittance are coupled. We demonstrate aberration-free performance of an EEX
line with emittances differing by four orders of magnitude, i.e., an initial transverse emittance of 1 pm-rad is
exchanged with a longitudinal emittance of 10 nm-rad.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Emittance exchange (EEX) [1–4] is the process by which
the emittance (phase-space) of an electron bunch in two
dimensions is fully coupled and exchanged. Potential
applications include bunch compressors [3], phase space
manipulations for x-ray free electron lasers (FEL) [4] and
current profile shaping for plasma or dielectric wakefield
acceleration [5–8]. Additionally, this innovative geometry
led to the proposed exchange of a transversely modulated
electron beam for the use of x-ray generation via coherent
inverse Compton scattering [9–11] or by seeding a FEL
[12]. On the mm scale this transverse modulation can be
imparted by a slotted mask [2,12] and can be used for a
THz radiation source [5]. On the nanometer scale, the
production of coherent x-ray beams has been proposed by
transferring a spatial electron modulation from a nano-
cathode [9] into a temporal modulation using emittance
exchange.
Inherently, most applications desire the EEX line to
exchange a relatively large emittance with a small one. The
exchange of transversely patterned beams into a longi-
tudinal nanobunching is an excellent example of the
extreme mismatch in emittance between the initial trans-
verse emittance of one nanobunch compared to its longi-
tudinal emittance. For the modulation period required for
coherent x-ray generation this ratio approaches 104. Each
nanobunch originates within a small fraction of the total
beam, therefore it has a small fraction of the total emittance,
yet that small emittance must be fully exchanged with
(nearly) the total emittance in the longitudinal plane.
Residual coupling with the original dimension, resulting
in incomplete exchange and subsequently emittance
growth, limits the performance of the EEX line. Detailed
first order analysis has led to EEX configurations that can
fully exchange the emittance in two dimensions when
considering first order analytical treatments [4,5]. However,
there has been no detailed analysis of the aberrations
present in the system which result in emittance growth
and set the ratio of emittances which can be exchanged.
Additionally, aberration corrected imaging has not been
implemented to improve the performance of EEX.
Aberration correction in low energy electron optics has
been driven by the quest to image individual atoms using
electron microscopes, where sub-angstrom resolution [13]
has been achieved. In electron microscopes, optics are
typically limited to systems with no temporal dependence
due to the low currents and lack of time varying electro-
magnetic fields. In EEX, the optics include temporal
aberrations which we find can be corrected with higher
order magnetic optical elements located where longitudinal
and transverse emittance are coupled.
In this paper we present the aberration corrected geom-
etry for an EEX beam line and demonstrate exchange of
transverse and longitudinal emittances which differ by four
orders of magnitude. This extreme difference between
transverse and longitudinal emittance is representative of
a single nanobunch in a transversely modulated beam. We
only consider aberrations from externally applied fields
such as quadrupole magnets and radio-frequency (rf)
deflecting cavities. The beam’s space charge field may
also result in phase space distortions and emittance growth,
but these effects depend on the particular beam being
considered and require numerical studies beyond the scope
of the present work. Section II details the general first order
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theory for an EEX beam line and the matching conditions
required at its input to produce an electron bunch that is
uncorrelated in time and energy at its output. A comparison
between the analytical and numerical performance for an
EEX beam line is discussed in Sec. III. Section IVexplains
the dominant sources of aberrations in the EEX beam line
and the placement of aberration-correcting magnetic ele-
ments. Numerical simulations are shown in Sec. V for the
performance of the EEX line using an electron bunch with
and without the presence of aberration-correcting elements.
Concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.
II. EMITTANCE EXCHANGE BEAM DYNAMICS
In the present discussion, the EEX line consists of two
doglegs separated by a transverse deflecting cavity and a
longitudinally accelerating cavity. We examine the case
where the EEX line is used to transform a small portion of
the transverse beam distribution (beamlet) into an upright
ellipse (i.e., with no time-energy correlation) in the
z-dimension at the exit of the EEX. At the input of
the EEX line the beamlet’s transverse emittance in the
x-dimension, ϵinx , is much less than its longitudinal emit-
tance ϵinz . Each particle passing through the setup can be
described by its 6D phase-space coordinates
XT ¼ ð x x0 y y0 z Δp=p Þ ð1Þ
where all terms are defined with respect to a reference
particle, x and y are the transverse coordinates of the
particle, x0 and y0 are the transverse angular divergence,
z ¼ βct is the longitudinal position, p ¼ βγmec is the
momentum, c is the speed of light, β ¼ v=c, v is the
electron velocity, me is the electron mass and γ ¼
1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 − v2=c2Þ
p
is the Lorentz factor. We define a first
order transfer matrix R for the EEX line given by the
transfer matrices of the subcomponents Xout ¼ RXin ¼
RdRaRkRdXin [14]. The primary components of the EEX
line consist of two translating sections or doglegs (Rd)
composed of opposite polarity dipoles and a drift space,
separated by a transverse deflecting cavity (Rk) and an
accelerating cavity (Ra) which are both operated at zero
crossing rf phase. At zero crossing the reference particle
receives no net deflection or acceleration. A schematic with
a layout of the principal components of the EEX line is
shown in Fig. 1. The doglegs and the deflecting cavity both
provide a strong transverse-longitudinal coupling. As will
be shown below, with the appropriate dispersion and
deflector strength we achieve complete exchange of the
longitudinal and transverse emittance. The only function of
the accelerating cavity is to remove the temporal energy
chirp induced by the deflector. The discussion of higher
order effects due to aberrations and their mitigation with the
use of sextupoles and an octupole (shown in Fig. 1) are
presented in Sec. IV.
The EEX occurs between the x-z dimensions only;
ideally the y-dimension is uncoupled. In a practical case
the coupling to the y-dimension must be minimized. For
clarity, the analytical expression for the transfer matrix and
our discussion will be limited to the x-z dimensions so that
rows 3 and 4 and columns 3 and 4 will not be shown for the
general 6 × 6 transfer matrix. Considering only the x-z
dimensions that are exchanged, matrix transport describing
the EEX line is given by the 4 × 4 matrix R ¼ ðAC BDÞ
consisting of 2 × 2 submatrices A, B, C, and D. In
most beam lines there is no coupling between the transverse
and longitudinal phase space dimensions so that B ¼
C ¼ ð0
0
0
0
Þ. However the EEX line is designed to exactly
exchange phase space dimensions so that now the compo-
nents of B and C are nonzero but the components of
submatrices A ¼ D ¼ ð0
0
0
0
Þ.
For the ideal case the transfer matrix of the dogleg is
Rd ¼
0
BBB@
1 Ld 0 η
0 1 0 0
0 η 1 ζ
0 0 0 1
1
CCCA ð2Þ
where Ld is the drift length, η is the horizontal dispersion
and ζ is the longitudinal dispersion. The drift length is
Ld ¼
LD
cos3θ
þ 2LM
cos θ
þ Ldrift; ð3Þ
the horizontal dispersion is
FIG. 1. Schematic of the EEX line showing the primary components of the system. It consists of two doglegs separated by a short
straight section containing deflecting and accelerating rf cavities. The electron beam enters from the left with the reference electron
trajectory shown with a blue line. Green squares represent bending magnets, orange hexagons represent sextupoles and the red octagon
represents an octupole. The total length is approximately 2 m.
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η ¼ LD sin θ
cos2θ
þ 2LM
sin θ

1
cos θ
− 1

; ð4Þ
and the longitudinal dispersion is
ζ ¼ LDsin
2θ
cos3θ
þ 2LM

1
cos θ
−
θ
sin θ

þ Ld
γ2β2
ð5Þ
where θ is the bend angle, LD is the distance between
dipoles in each dogleg, LM is the length of the dipoles and
Ldrift is the distance between the dipole and the rf cavities.
These terms closely follow the derivation in [3] with the
important difference of the added last term in Eq. (5) that
measures momentum dependent path length. This term
becomes important for electrons that are only moderately
relativistic. It describes the path length difference Δz ¼
1=ðγ2β2ÞðΔp=pÞ due to velocity differences and is critical
to account for when attempting to use an EEX line at
energies of a few MeV to tens of MeV with small
emittance beams.
For the deflector
Rk ¼
0
BBB@
1 D kD
2
0
0 1 k 0
0 0 1 0
k kD
2
k2D
6
1
1
CCCA ð6Þ
where k is related to the change in transverse momentum of
the particle and D is the length of the deflector. Emittance
exchange requires the rf deflector cavity strength to scale
inversely with horizontal dispersion k ¼ −1=η where
k ¼ ωrfV⊥=cE, V⊥ is the integrated deflecting voltage,
ωrf is rf frequency and E is beam energy.
In order to correct for Rk65 we add an accelerating cavity
operated at zero crossing [15] with the transfer matrix
Ra ¼
0
BBB@
1 d 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 −χ 1
1
CCCA ð7Þ
where χ ¼ 2πλ
jejV∥
pc , V∥ is the integrated accelerating voltage,
λ is the rf wavelength, and d is the length of the accelerating
cavity. If we set the strength of the accelerating cavity such
that χ ¼ − k2D
6
then the combined cavities have a transfer
matrix
RaRk ¼
0
BBB@
1 Dþ d kD
2
þ kd 0
0 1 k 0
0 0 1 0
k kD
2
0 1
1
CCCA: ð8Þ
For the ideal case, the deflector strength k ¼ −1=ηwhich
results in complete emittance exchange. The transfer matrix
of the full EEX line is
R ¼
0
BBBBBB@
0 0 − Lþdη η −
ðLþdÞζ
η
0 0 − 1η −
ζ
η
− ζη η −
ζL
η 0 0
− 1η −
L
η 0 0
1
CCCCCCA
ð9Þ
where L ¼ Ld þD=2.
Transport through the EEX line for the entire electron
bunch can be represented in matrix notation as
Σz ¼ RΣxRT: ð10Þ
Here the incoming transverse-beam phase-space ellipse,
Σx, at the first EEX dipole is
Σx ¼

βx −αx
−αx γx

ð11Þ
where αx, βx and γx ¼ 1þðαxÞ
2
βx
are the Twiss parameters. Σx
is transformed into the final upright longitudinal beam
ellipse containing no time-energy correlation
Σz ¼
 βz 0
0 1βz

: ð12Þ
To find the incoming αx and βx required to match βz,
Eq. (10) is inverted
Σx ¼ R−1ΣzðRTÞ−1: ð13Þ
Using detðBÞ ¼ detðCÞ ¼ 1 and solving for the elements of
interest
βx ¼ βzR262 þ
1
βz
R252
≈
1
βz
R252 ð14Þ
αx ¼ βzR61R62 þ
1
βz
R51R52
≈
1
βz
R51R52 ð15Þ
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where the dropped terms are negligible. From Eq. (14) it is
seen that the incoming beta function scales with R252 which
in turn is dominated by the velocity dependent longitudinal
dispersion term of Eq. (5) for electron beams of a few tens
of MeV energy. This dispersion scales linearly with beam
line length thus it is important to minimize the total length
of the EEX line in order to control the incoming beta
function.
Under the stated condition ϵinx ≪ ϵinz , it is critical for the
values in the lower right quadrant of R to be nearly zero. An
approximate requirement on the first order transport matrix
of the EEX line can be determined by considering the
output particle distribution in the longitudinal dimension
which is given by

z
Δp=p

¼ C

x
x0

þD

z
Δp=p

: ð16Þ
In order for ϵoutz ≈ ϵinx , the contribution to the longitudinal
dimensions must satisfy Dð zΔp=p Þ ≪ Cðxx0Þ. Without
considering a specific particle distribution, but rather the
ratio of emittances that must be exchanged we find the
approximate requirement
Dm;n=Cm;i < ϵinx =ϵinz ð17Þ
This important result is the guiding design principle for
optimizing the transport through the EEX.
The absolute value of Dm;n may also vary due to the
fluctuation of current from the magnet power supplies or
the amplitude and phase of the rf powering the deflector or
accelerating cavity. These fluctuations primarily impact the
value of k and η. The full exchange of emittance nominally
occurs for the condition k ¼ −1=η. These parameters are
linearly related to the values of Dm;n. Therefore, fluctua-
tions should be held below the ratio of emittances which are
exchanged as shown in Eq. (17).
III. FIRST ORDER PERFORMANCE
Given the ideal performance for the EEX line and its
subcomponents presented in Sec. II, it is important to asses
a realistic layout for the EEX line. We must also incorporate
the impact of additional couplings due to weak thick lens
effects that were disregarded in Sec. II. These could have a
significant impact when considering emittances which
differ by orders of magnitude. In particular, the expected
result A ¼ D ¼ ð0
0
0
0
Þ is not strictly true, leading to emit-
tance growth for the electron bunch primarily in the
dimension of interest, ϵoutz .
The nominal design parameters of the EEX line were
selected for generation of coherent current modulation at a
few tens of MeV keeping in mind the overall size,
requirements for rf power, and input electron bunch
parameters. The full parameters of the EEX line elements
are summarized in Table I. These design choices and
linear performance will be discussed in the following
subsections.
The first order performance for each subcomponent is
determined by solving the linear system of equations
Xoutn ¼ RXinn for the transport matrix R, where n is the
particle index for the electron bunch, Xinn is the input
particle phase-space distribution, and Xoutn is the output
distribution generated by tracking ensembles of particles
through the beam line elements with the simulation pro-
gram PARMELA. This overdetermined linear system, where
n≫ 6 × 6, is conveniently solved by Matlab functions that
minimize the Frobenius norm residual.
A. Dogleg
It was shown in Eq. (14) that the incoming beta function
scales with R252 and that this dispersion scales linearly with
beam line length. The two doglegs are the dominant
contributors to size in the system. From Eq. (4) the
dispersion can be adjusted by varying the bend angle θ
and dipole-dipole drift length LD. Keeping the drift short
and the bend angle modest, the desired dispersion is
achieved with a bend angle of θ ¼ 10 degrees and drift
length LD ¼ 1 m. The analytical and numerical transfer
matrix for the dogleg is shown in Table III.
TABLE I. Emittance exchange line parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Operational energy 22.5 MeV
Dipole-dipole drift LD 1 m
Dipole length LM 6 cm
Dogleg-Deflector drift Ldrift 5 cm
Bend angle θ 10 degrees
Deflector strength krf 5.27 m−1
Deflector voltage V⊥ 0.6083 MeV
Central drift length 26.44 cm
Dogleg dispersion η 18.97 cm
Total EEX length 2L 2.5 m
TABLE II. rf deflector parameters.
Parameter Value Unit
rf frequency 9300 MHz
Number of cells 5   
RT Single cell 0.35 MΩ
RT Total 1.3 MΩ
QL 5000   
V⊥ 0.7 MeV
Pin 200 kW
Emax 32 MV=m
Hmax 112 kA=m
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B. rf structures
A 5 cell deflector cavity with a standing wave mode to
minimize the required rf power was designed for use in the
EEX line. Due to the low-energy electron beam, unique
design features were included in the deflector to minimize
the transverse offset at zero crossing. Additionally, the
cavity was optimized to operate over the 2–25 MeV range
accessible by a compact linac. The TM110 mode is excited
by two couplers located in the center cell. The transverse
shunt impedance [16], defined as
RT ¼
jRD0 ðcBx þ EyÞejωrfz=cdzj2
2P
ð18Þ
where Bx and Ey are the transverse magnetic and electric
fields in the cavity and P is the power coupled into the
cavity, determines the maximum deflecting voltage for a
given input power. The design parameters for the deflector
are shown in Table II. For EEX the deflector cavity operates
at zero crossing imparting opposite kicks to the leading and
trailing particles. Under a thin lens approximation the
deflector cavity does not produce a transverse offset for
the reference particle at zero crossing. However, due to the
finite length of the cavity the reference particle would
traverse the deflector cavity with a nonzero mean transverse
momentum [17], resulting in a transverse offset. In order to
mitigate this, each of the cavity end cells provides half the
kick of a full cell. This effectively results in a zero mean
transverse momentum for a single optimized energy. In
Fig. 2 the transverse particle momentum and offset are
shown for the reference particle at three energies (2, 10,
20 MeV) covering the full range of interest. The final
transverse momentum for all three cases is zero due to
proper phasing of the reference particle. However, the mean
transverse offset is nonzero for the 2 and 20MeV case. This
is demonstrated by the nonzero transverse offset for the
particle at the exit of the cavity. For the EEX parameters
listed in Table I with a dispersion of η ¼ 18.97 cm and a
22.5 MeV beam, the rf power required for the deflector
is 150 kW.
The accelerating cavity is a standard 3 cell TM01
standing-wave structure operated at the zero crossing.
The rf frequency is 9300 MHz and the full structure length
is 5.64 cm. The drive power for the cavity is just 265 Wand
the shunt impedance is 208 MΩ=m. The analytical and
numerical transfer matrices for both the deflector and the
accelerating cavity are shown in Table III.
C. Full EEX line
Combining all the elements of the EEX line we find the
analytical and numerical performance in Table III. The
transfer matrix contains some residual self coupling for
both the transverse and longitudinal dimension. The per-
formance of the EEX line was optimized to minimize the
residual self-coupling in the longitudinal dimension,
D⇒ ð0
0
0
0
Þ, as this dimension will contain the small final
emittance. We previously stated an approximate require-
ment in Eq. (17) that determines the maximum emittance
ratio which can be exchanged and we find that this
requirement is generally met for an exchange ratio of four
orders of magnitude. As we will see in Sec. V, full
numerical simulations for the electron bunch will
TABLE III. First order transfer matrix.
Element Symbol Analytical Numerical
Dogleg Rd
0
BB@
1 1.2188 0 0.1897
0 1 0 0
0 0.1897 1 0.0334
0 0 0 1
1
CCA
0
BB@
1 1.2028 0 0.1897
0 1 0 0
0 0.1897 1 0.0329
0 0 0 1
1
CCA
Deflector cavity Rk
0
BB@
1 0.108 −0.2846 0
0 1 −5.27 0
0 0 1 0
−5.27 −0.284 0.370 1
1
CCA
0
BB@
1 0.108 −0.2847 0
1.55 × 10−4 1 −5.27 0
−1.39 × 10−4 0 1 0
−5.27 −0.286 0.336 1
1
CCA
Accelerating
cavity
Ra
0
BB@
1 0.0564 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 −0.3705 1
1
CCA
0
BB@
1 0.0564 0 0
−6.0 × 10−4 1 0 0
0 0 1 1.13 × 10−4
−3.21 × 10−3 1.17 × 10−3 −0.329 1
1
CCA
EEX beam line R
0
BB@
0 0 −7.27 −0.0530
0 0 −5.27 −0.176
−0.176 −0.043 0 0
−5.27 −6.97 0 0
1
CCA
0
BB@
−1.13 × 10−3 −7.58 × 10−4 −6.92 −0.034
−5.80 × 10−3 −1.05 × 10−3 −5.27 −0.155
−0.174 −0.029 −3.72 × 10−6 −1.54 × 10−5
−5.33 −6.63 1.72 × 10−3 −3.69 × 10−4
1
CCA
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demonstrate this large exchange in emittance and validate
the strict requirement given in Eq. (16) which also con-
siders the electron bunch distribution for exchange without
emittance growth.
IV. ABERRATIONS AND THEIR CORRECTIONS
While the linear performance of the EEX line demon-
strates an excellent ability to exchange emittances which
differ by moderate ratios, higher-order couplings eventually
lead to emittance growth that limits the achievable ratio.
The first order matrix formalism applied in Sec. II to
analyze the performance of the EEX line can be expanded
to include 2nd and 3rd order transfer matrices in order to
analyze the coupling of aberrations into the output emit-
tance and determine the placement of corrective higher-
order optics. Particle trajectories in 6D phase space can be
described as
Xout ¼ RXin þ TXinXin þMXinXinXin þ    ð19Þ
where T and M are the 2nd and 3rd order matrices,
respectively. These higher order terms may be treated as
an error in the linear transport with terms given by
ΔXi ¼
X
j;k
TijkXjXk þ
X
j;k;l
MijklXjXkXl: ð20Þ
Given the large ratio of emittances and the significant
coupling between the x-z dimension throughout the
EEX line, it is difficult to observe small aberrations
that only produce measurable errors when the full
emittance exchange occurs after the final dipole. To
increase the visibility of these higher-order couplings,
the performance of the EEX line was analyzed by
producing artificial electron bunches with a distribution
of particles that has finite width in only one dimension,
and zero width in the others. This allows us to observe
the initial appearance of higher-order couplings due to
aberrations, how these errors propagate through the EEX
optics and their impact on the final emittance. After
identifying the source of the aberrations and placing
correcting optics, we then return to using the nominal
electron bunch at the entrance of the EEX line.
The dominant aberrations in the EEX line are related
to the temporal field variation of the deflector cavity.
Due to the low energy and finite length of the electron
bunch and the alternating fields in the deflector cavity,
quadratic and cubic errors appear in the transfer matrix.
Due to the coupling of the transverse and longitudinal
FIG. 2. Transverse momentum and the transverse offset as a function of distance in the deflector cavity for the reference particle at
zero-crossing. The deflector cavity strength at 2, 10 and 20 MeV corresponds to a Vmax⊥ ¼ 0.07, 0.35 and 0.7 MeV, respectively. The
final offset of the beam at the exit of the cavity is optimized for 10 MeV. If the beam energy is increased/decreased the final transverse
offset shifts to positive/negative values.
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emittance in the EEX line it is possible to correct these
errors without additional time-dependent electron optics.
This is achieved with the use of sextupoles and octu-
poles placed where the quadratic or cubic dependence of
the static magnetic element in the transverse dimension
can compensate for the corresponding aberration. A
similar approach with the placement of sextupoles in
highly dispersive regions was used in [18] to correct for
energy spread induced aberrations in dispersionless
translating sections. However, in that case the aberra-
tions were the result of static magnetic optics as
opposed to dynamic electromagnetic structures.
Sextupoles and octupoles are a natural choice for
correcting aberrations because their lowest order trans-
port, 2nd and 3rd order, respectively, contain only
geometric terms allowing coupling between longitudinal
and transverse dimensions via horizontal dispersion
and avoiding additional 2nd and 3rd order chromatic
aberrations, respectively.
The strongest of the aberrations that appears in the
deflector cavity is the quadratic dependence on energy
due to the length of the bunch, Δp=p ¼ Tk655z2k. Here
we use superscripts on transfer matrix elements
(e.g., k; d;…) and subscripts on particle coordinates
to identify the relevant component or location in the
system. This quadratic aberration results in emittance
growth for the output beam ϵoutz because it is coupled
through the dogleg into the temporal dimension,
zerrorout ¼ Rd56Tk655z2k. We can correct this error with a
sextupole (S1) placed between the two bending magnets
of the second dogleg. The sextupole will create a
quadratic coupling between the transverse extent of
the beam and the divergence, x0 ¼ TS1211x2S1. This quad-
ratic dependence can create a correcting term in the
temporal dimension, zcorrectionout ¼ Rdipole52 TS1211x2S1. However,
we must show that the dimension x at the sextupole
is correlated with the temporal dimension z at the
deflector. Following the transfer matrix from the
deflector we find the dominant correlation to be
zcorrectionout ¼ Rdipole52 TS1211ðLpropRk25Þ2z2k where Lprop is the
total distance between the end of the deflector and
the sextupole location. Therefore, to remove the aberra-
tion we set
Rd56T
k
655 ¼ −Rdipole52 TS1211ðLpropRk25Þ2: ð21Þ
We place the sextupole immediately prior to the final
dipole which minimizes the magnetic field strength
needed to correct for the aberration.
Through a nearly identical argument we are also able to
correct the cubic nonlinearity in the deflector cavity,
Δp=p ¼ Mk6555z3k, with the placement of an octupole prior
to the final dipole and setting the strength of the octupole to
equal
Rd56M
k
6555 ¼ −Rdipole52 MO2111ðLpropRk25Þ3: ð22Þ
The second quadratic temporal aberration of the deflec-
tor cavity that we will address is the Tk255. This aberration
results in an error at the output due to its coupling to the z-
dimension through the second dogleg zerrorout ¼ Rd52Tk255z2k.
We can correct for this aberration with a sextupole (S2)
placed after the accelerating cavity, zcorrectionout ¼ Rd52Ts211x2S2.
This placement avoids 3rd order chromatic effects because
the accelerating cavity removes the z-dependent chirp on
the electron bunch. At this location the transverse extent of
the beam, xS2 ¼ ðRk15 þ Lprop2Rk25Þzk, is linearly correlated
to the longitudinal dimension at the entrance of the
deflector. Lprop2 is the distance from the end of the deflector
cavity to the sextupole S2. This gives the matching
condition
Tk255 ¼ −TS2211ðRk15 þ Lprop2Rk25Þ2 ð23Þ
for removing the aberration.
The third sextupole in the system accounts for aberra-
tions related to the finite transverse size of the electron
bunch that is due to the initial transverse emittance and the
finite energy spread of the beam. The transverse beam size
after the first dogleg and at the entrance of the third
sextupole is xS3 ¼ xin þ Rd12x0in þ Rd16Δpin=p. At this
point we note that several downstream elements result
in quadratic correlations between xS3 and the transverse
divergence. These elements are the deflector and both
sextupoles placed to correct temporal aberrations. The
impact of these elements depends strongly on the trans-
verse size of the beam at each individual element’s
TABLE IV. Aberration correcting elements. See Fig. 1 for
location of elements. Gap distance is the spacing between the end
of the element and the next downstream element.
Optical element Gap distance (cm) Strength
Sextupole (S1) 0 −675 ðGauss=cm2Þ
Sextupole (S2) 4 356 ðGauss=cm2Þ
Sextupole (S3) 0 −498 ðGauss=cm2Þ
Octupole 0 58.6 ðGauss=cm3Þ
TABLE V. General electron beam parameters.
Parameter Value Unit
Normalized emittance 10−8 m-rad
RMS Δp=p 10−5 –
Energy 22.5 MeV
RMS bunch length 69.4 fs
Relativistic β 0.9998
Relativistic γ 45.03
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location and the strength of each element. As was shown
previously, the effects of each element are cumulative,
noting that the quadratic correlations produced by these
elements alter the z-dimension at the output. We can refer
to this aberration as Teff211 and correct it with the placement
of a sextupole at the entrance of the deflector and setting
the strength to Teff211 ¼ −TS3211.
The physical placement of the sextupoles and octupoles
is shown in Fig. 1 and the location and strength of each
element for our design is given in Table IV, where the
position of each element is given as the distance from its
end to the start of the subsequent downstream element. The
length of the sextupoles and the octupole are 1 cm each.
V. ABERRATION CORRECTED PERFORMANCE
To test the EEX line we use an electron bunch with
an initial transverse emittance of ϵx ¼ 1 pm-rad and
longitudinal emittance of ϵz ¼ 10 nm-rad. The mean
energy of the electron bunch is 22.5 MeV. The normalized
transverse emittance in the y-dimension is ϵy ¼ 10 nm-rad.
Simulations to produce these beam parameters are
described in [19], and the accelerator equipment is
described in [20]. The electron beam properties at the
input of the EEX line are summarized in Table V and the
input emittances and Twiss parameters are listed in
TABLE VI. Emittance and Twiss parameters.
Parameter x y z
EEX input
Normalized emittance (nm-rad) 0.001 10 10
α 49.7 0 0
β (m) 8.3 3.0 2.0
RMS beam size (μm) 0.45 25.7 21.1
EEX output
Normalized emittance (nm-rad) 10.0 10.0 0.0055
α −73.2 −0.27 −0.04
β (m) 95.7 0.91 5.1 × 10−4
RMS beam size (μm) 145.9 14.26 0.00788
EEX output with aberrations corrected
Normalized emittance (nm-rad) 13.5 10.0 0.001
α −54.1 −0.27 −0.04
β (m) 70.8 0.91 1.0 × 10−4
RMS beam size (μm) 145.9 14.26 0.00148
FIG. 3. The phase space of the input electron bunch in the (top)
transverse and (bottom) longitudinal dimension. The input param-
eterswereselected toproduceabeamwithnoenergychirpat theexit.
FIG. 4. The phase space of the output electron bunch in the
(top) transverse and (bottom) longitudinal dimension when the
aberration correcting optics are turned off. A large emittance
growth is observed, primarily due to errors that are coupled into
the longitudinal dimension of the electron bunch.
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Table VI. We show the particle phase space at the input of
the EEX line for the two dimensions of interest in Fig. 3. A
randomly populated square distribution in phase-space is
chosen to ease the visualization of aberrations in the
electron bunch.
We begin the analysis of the performance for the full
EEX line without correcting for aberrations by zeroing the
3 sextupoles and the octupole. Figure 4 shows the particle
phase space at the output of the EEX line for the two
dimensions of interest. The emittance and Twiss parameters
for the output electron bunch are shown in Table VI. We
note that without aberration correction the EEX line is
unable to preserve the initial emittance ϵinx , resulting in a
final emittance ϵoutz that is a factor of 5.5 larger. The
emittance growth is dominated by the Tk655 and the T
k
255
aberrations. This quadratic aberration is shown in Fig. 5
where the particle position at the output of the EEX line
with respect to the longitudinal position at the entrance of
the deflector is shown in color-coded scatter plots.
We now include all the aberration correcting sextupoles
and octupole in the EEX line with the particle phase space
at the output for the two dimensions of interest shown in
Fig. 6. The emittance and Twiss parameters for the output
electron bunch are shown in Table VI. The EEX line
performs exceptionally well when considering the final z
emittance, which now shows zero emittance growth. The
RMS length, σz, of the beam at the output is only 1.5 nm
which is four orders of magnitude shorter than the input
electron beamlet.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the design and simulation of a
compact emittance exchange line capable of transforming
emittance ratios as large as 10 000 between the transverse
and longitudinal dimensions of an electron beam. The
exchange of such large ratios is a necessary step toward
periodic nanobunching of an electron beam at low energy.
Such an approach will enable the efficient generation of
coherent FEL-like radiation at much lower energies than
traditional approaches, reducing the size and cost of future
light sources while improving their output radiation
properties.
FIG. 6. The phase space of the output electron bunch in the
(top) transverse and (bottom) longitudinal dimension.
FIG. 5. (top) Correlation between the longitudinal position at
the entrance to the transverse deflector cavity and at the exit of the
EEX line. Particles are color coded to the input position. (bottom)
Individual particles in the longitudinal phase space. The quadratic
longitudinal coupling dominates the emittance growth of the
electron bunch.
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Successful emittance exchange requires optimization of
the linear transport, especially the time-varying fields of the
rf deflector cavity. We have shown that aberrations due
primarily to these time varying fields ultimately limit the
ability to exchange arbitrarily large ratios of emittance, and
that these aberrations may be mitigated through the use of
higher order static sextupole and octupole magnets cor-
rectly positioned to take advantage of the coupling among
multiple dimensions in the EEX.
In this analysis only the dominant aberrations were
discussed and corrected with the use of static magnetic
elements. However, given different objectives for the EEX
line or different electron beam parameters other aberrations
can play an equal or more significant role. In particular we
note that doglegs can introduce quadratic aberrations in the
longitudinal position as a function of energy and in x as
function of x0. Both of these aberrations can be corrected
with the placement of sextupoles in the doglegs.
Additionally, x-y coupling in higher-order optical elements
may also present itself as a source of emittance growth and
should be mitigated with the choice βy in these elements or
with additional corrective optics prior to the EEX line.
The end result is successful emittance exchange and thus
the ability to generate nanoscale bunches with achievable
electron beam parameters.
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